This paper introduces the architecture developed for the exchange of learners model information among e-learning systems in the AdaptWeb Project. This Web-learning environment offers an adaptive content associated with a particular student’s profile. Hypermedia teaching applications may explore different educational strategies and tactics, including guided navigation, hierarchical contents presentation, examples, exercises, and so on. Also the teaching task can be optimized if the teacher prepares a content material that can be shared for different target public. AdaptWeb was designed concerning these aspects and allows the generation of different presentations from an ample learning material developed for a specific discipline based on the learner model. The Web Service technology is used as it yields an easy communication between Web-applications through the HTTP protocol allowing also secure personal data interchange. Our goal in this work is to provide a standard communication protocol that makes possible different e-learning systems cooperate in order to gather a set of learner model information, richer than that found in a standalone e-learning system. As result, the course content, in a compliant federated e-learning system may be better adapted and presented to students, according to each student’s program, cognitive characteristics, and navigation preferences. Once the student profile is determined all the courses will be consistently offered by the e-learning systems using the same shared profile.
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1 Introduction

Due to the Internet worldwide distribution, a huge research is being developed in the use of the Web technology to create universally accessible e-learning systems. Such systems deal with important management issues related to learning content, learner profile information, and learning resources in general. In this paper we are particularly interested in investigating how learners’ information can be shared among different e-learning systems over the Internet.

Often, new e-learners are required to update their personal information before proceeding in one of the offered courses. Some systems are able to adapt its course content presentation using some techniques that discover the learner’s preference [1], level of previous knowledge [2], and cognitive style [3]. However, this important learner information is not shared among different e-learning system, which may forces the learner to fill cumbersome forms in each new system, and also forces each new system to analyze and process behavioral information of each new learner. Current systems do not collaborate to enrich the information related to users of several different e-learning systems. With
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richer learner information shared among a federation of e-learning systems a better course content adaptation may be achieved.

Currently, international bodies, such as IEEE, IMS, and ADL, are working on the standardization of e-learning information defining metadata for learning objects, learner model, and learner assessment among others [4,5]. For example, LIP (IMS Learner Information Package) [5] allows the description of learners based on personal information, interests, or activities. However, LIP does not define any method to exchange such information among different e-learning systems. We developed a Web Service solution to exchange learner information following a learner model. The use of Web Services is justified as they provide a well-defined mechanism that set up inter-application communication over the Web. We expect that a federated e-learning system will implement a Web Service that will be able to export the internal learners information. Thus, other systems that require learner information are able to retrieve this information accessing the Web Service implemented by the e-learning system that holds such kind of information about the student. The federated e-learning systems will be able to share a larger amount of information on the cognitive learner’s abilities. It is clear that some legal citizen privacy defense mechanism, specific for the e-learning environment, must be offered before such a proposal may be accepted. This last point is being under investigation in the area of e-commerce and standards for safe and authorized personal data interchange are available. It is clear that the sensibility to personal data interchange and publicity vary a lot from country to country as Orkut [6] demonstrated.

An e-learning system may store the learner’s personal data while other e-learning system stores some information about the cognitive style of the same learner and a third-one store data on the previous acquired abilities in some specific training. Using Web Services it is possible to search for learners profile federated data (personal data + cognitive style) in each of the participant system in the environment. Any participant system may use this information to improve its learner model. To make this exchange possible, an interchange standard must be created to identify data through different participants, that is, a learning environment that makes with all federation participants can process in the same way the fragments of stored information. In this work the information in the learner model is composed of two parts: information supplied by the learner and information collected through the learner’s behavior when using the e-learning system. The more data the system obtains on the learner behavior, the more personalized functionalities it can offer. Based on this view, the learner model here depicted follows the idea developed at the SeLeNe [7] project, which joins some of the categories defined by the PAPI [4] standard with some of the LIP [5] standard categories. The reason for this union is the fact that some categories are included and richer in one specific standard while other categories are better detailed in the other. In addition, for our purposes, some extremely important information for the adaptation work is not contemplated in any standard such as the cognitive style and the learning style of each learner. We included these characteristics in the learner model. It is clear that all proposals in this area must be discussed and submitted to experimental evaluation before a wide accepted standard may be consolidated.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the main learner model standards existent. This section also provided a short presentation of related work and describes the Web Service technology. Section 3 describes the system architecture and the learner model used. Section 4 concludes the article and presents the plans for future research.
2 Background

This section presents the definitions and standards associated with this work. The Web Services technology used in this work for communication among e-learning systems is described in section 2.1. Section 2.2 introduces the existing learner model standards. Section 2.3 describes research projects that present solutions for the sharing of information between different e-learning systems, which are basically concerned about the reusability of the educative material.

2.1 Web Services

The Web Services technology [8] can be described as an architecture that has platform-independent components, yielding applications interoperability. For this reason, Web Services are being used for exchange of data and messages between applications through a Web protocol-based infrastructure, such as HTTP, SMTP and FTP.

W3C has some groups that deal with the standardization of Web Services and other related technologies such as SOAP, WSDL and UDDI [8]. The SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) protocol defines a way of communication between applications very similar to the RPC (Remote Procedure Call), however, with the ability to move through different administrative domains. SOAP basically encapsulates a procedure call into an XML structured request and returns the execution result. The procedure call, the data passed as parameter and the return value are also structured in a textual format through XML.

WSDL (Web Service Description Language) [8] is a standard that describes a Web Service through XML, making possible that client applications access and validate the Web Service in a well-defined way. Besides, it is possible to publish the description of a Web Service. Once the description is published, the applications can look for it dynamically, download the description and then create a client in execution time. The UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery and Integration) [8] standard is one of the most frequently used standards for this purpose.

A solution that involves data distribution and communication on an unsafe network structure requires an efficient security mechanism. Web Services allow implanting various security related services, such as authentication, access policies and cryptography, which can be used isolated or together. The users accessing the service must be identified in order to establish roles, permissions or access levels and therefore restrict the access to data and services offered.

Although solutions that aim the independence of platform and interoperation already exist, the main advantage of the Web Services technology is the use of Web protocols to exchange messages instead of the proprietary standards, such as RMI. The Web Services technology was used in the present work as a consequence of the standardized functionalities it offers. Besides that, the SOAP protocol may operate over HTTPS, and then the learners’ information cannot be observed without advanced hacking techniques providing a good level of data privacy.

2.2 Standards for Learner Model

The two most important standards for learner modeling are IEEE LTSC Personal and Private Information Standard (PAPI) [4], and IMS Learner Information Package (LIP) [5]. Both standards deal with several related categories of information about a learner; some of them are used in this work. The characteristics of the main standards of learner models are presented in the next paragraphs.
The IMS LIP standard contains several categories for data about a user. The *identification* category presents demographic and biographic data about a learner. The *goal* category presents learner targets, career expectation and other objectives. The *QCL* category is used for the identification of qualifications, certifications, and licenses from recognized authorities. The *activity* category contains learner-related activity in any state of completion. The *interest* category maintains any information describing learner hobbies and recreational activities. The *relationship* category aims for relationships between core data elements. The *competency* category serves as slot for skills, experience and knowledge acquired. The *accessibility* category aims for general accessibility to learner information by means of language capabilities, disabilities, eligibility, and learning preferences. The *transcript* category presents summary of academic achievements. The *affiliation* category presents information about membership in professional organizations. The *security key* is used for setting learner passwords.

The PAPI standard distinguishes *personal*, *relations*, *security*, *preference*, *performance*, and *portfolio* learner information. The *personal* category contains information about names, contacts and addresses of a learner. *Relations* serve as a category for relationships of a specific learner to other people (e.g. classmate). *Security* aims to provide access rights. *Preference* indicates the types of devices and objects that the learner technological environment is able to recognize. *Performance* contains information about measured performance of a learner through learning material. *Portfolio* accesses the previous experiences of a user.

The learner model used in this work follows the PAPI and LIP standards. Each one of these standards presents deficiencies in some characteristics and none of them includes the definitions of learning styles and cognitive styles, which are extremely important for this work as these styles are the keystone for content adaptation. These definitions have being included in our model.

2.3 Related Work

In this section, some solutions that have already been found for the exchange of learning data and resources among e-learning systems are described. As no solution for learners model data sharing has been found, the works we describe here bring some information about sharing of data stored in learning objects repositories. Learning objects repositories (LOR) are collections of learning resources stored in databases or file systems. They have metadata associated that, in general, are available and can be searched through the Web. The metadata of a learning object (LO) describe LO features that are used to index them in the repositories, making possible to retrieve them through search systems or use them in e-learning systems.

The Edutella Project [9] provides a RDF-based metadata infrastructure for P2P (Peer-to-Peer) applications exchange the educational resources (using standards like IEEE LOM, IMS, and ADL SCORM to describe course materials). In the same way, the CANDLE Project (Collaborative and Network Distributed Learning Environment) [10] uses metadata to describe course material to make it more reusable. CANDLE extends the metadata set defined by the Learning Object Metadata (LOM) [4] standard of the IEEE. These additional metadata describe learning objects by their purpose (learning goals, assessment methods), complexity level, type of learners (face-to-face, distance), setting (corporate, university), estimated time for completion, and others.

The Open Learning Repository (OLR) [11] is intended to support metadata-based course portals, which structure and connect modularized course materials on the Web. The modular content can be distributed anywhere over the Internet, and is integrated by explicit metadata information in order to build courses and connected sets of learning materials. Modules can be reused for other courses and in
other contexts. IEEE LOM metadata is used by authors to help them choose modules and to connect them into course structures.

Elena [12] is an operational learning services network based on the interoperable communication infrastructure named “smart spaces for learning”. A personal learning assistant is a component of a smart space for learning, which helps learners in searching and selecting learning services. The personal learning assistants are also able to recommend learning services based on the learner profile.

The SeLeNe (Self e-Learning Networks) [7] project offers advanced services for the discovery, sharing and collaborative creation of learning resources, as well as a personalized access to such resources.

The Edutella, CANDLE and ORL projects deal with problems related to the reusability of the educational material and are concerned with making learning objects (LOM) available at repositories on the Web, in a way that they can be accessed and used by other systems.

The Selene and Elena projects are also concerned about the reusability of the educational material; besides, they offer personalized access to the educational material according to the learning model. In these works, each project defines its own learner model based on the IMS-LIP and PAPI standards.

3 The project approach

The works described in section 2.3 use the Web Service technology to perform the communication between the repositories of learning objects and the e-learning systems. The Web Services are used for searching and making available the learning objects in the repositories. Metadata are used to describe the objects, following the IEEE-LOM standard. However, research projects that present a solution for the sharing of learner model data, which would help the systems to have more information about the users, is not currently available. This work presents a solution for sharing these data. The section 3.1 shows a new learner model for data exchange between e-learning systems. Section 3.2 describes the architecture. Section 3.3 explains how to integrate e-learning systems and example scenarios respectively. Section 3.4 describes the service-based architecture.

3.1 PAPI_LIP learner model

In order to develop a solution for data exchange between e-learning systems it is necessary to establish a widely accepted data model. Our model follows the learner model defined by the SeLeNe project [7], which suggests the mutual use of PAPI and LIP standards. Figure 1 presents the elements used for each standard in our solution (PAPI_LIP).
Fig 1. PAPI_LIP Learner Model

The Personal Information and Preferences categories are PAPI standards and follow its parameters. The Personal Information category comprises the following elements: 1) ID: student’s single identifier, it can be the social security number or other country unique identifier (mandatory); 2) Name: student’s full name; 3) Address: student’s full address (street, number, and district); 3) Email: student’s electronic mail address; 4) Telephone: student’s contacts phone numbers. The Preferences category contains a single element named List. It comprises a list of the student’s preferences like accessibility, interest area, and favorite authors. The List field is open and accepts any kind of information.

The IMS-LIP Standard provided two categories: QCL and Goal. QCL stands for Qualifications, Certificates and Licenses. Each entry in the QCL category has the following elements: Organization: institution that has given the certificate; 2) Level: level of certificate, it can be graduation, specialization, etc; 3) Title: title awarded; 4) Date: certificate’s date; 5) Description: it contains additional information about the qualification certified. The other category, Goal, contains the student’s objectives. The elements of this category are: 1) Typename: type of student’s goals. They can be professional, educational or personal; 2) Description: description of the goal that follows the standard defined in IMS-LIP; 3) Date: deadline to reach a goal; 4) Priority: indicates priority level.

These categories were selected with the aim of fulfilling the needs of the AdaptWeb environment’s adaptability techniques. Style category was added to our model and comprises the following elements: cognitive and learning.

The cognitive style of learning is an individual aspect that describes the way a person usually approaches or responds to the learning task [13]. According to Gregorc [14], a person’s cognitive style is considered one of the most stable user characteristics overtime that influences a person’s general attainment or achievement in learning situations. This stability is manifested in the use of hierarchies’ processes in the treatment of the information and on the strategies that the learner uses when acquiring new information with a hypermedia system. The cognitive style taxonomy used in this work was the one defined by Gregorc [14]. The learning style is a collection of individual skills and preferences that affect how a person perceives, gathers, and processes information. In this work, we used the learning style classification by Felder [15]. Table 2 presents the learning and cognitive style taxonomies and their respective style descriptors used in this work.
Besides these psychological characteristics, matching the cognitive style to the domain content in hypermedia systems is a pedagogical method to make understanding easier and lead to a preferred behavioral mode of information processing [3, 13]. This occurs because the cognitive style interacts with the content structure and processes the information in a quite different way, which induces the utilization of a specific learning strategy to each cognitive style. The cognitive style related to the learning strategy requires the design of the learning resources closely tied with the learner’s cognitive profiles.

### Table 1. Learning and Cognitive Style Taxonomies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cognitive Style Taxonomy</th>
<th>Cognitive Style Descriptor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gregorc</td>
<td>Concrete Sequential (CS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abstract Sequential (AS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Concrete Random (CR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abstract Random (AR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Style Taxonomy</td>
<td>Learning Style Descriptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felder- Silverman</td>
<td>Active/Reflective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sensing/Intuitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visual/Verbal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sequential/Global</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Currently we have been using the proposed model in the context of the AdaptWeb [16] environment. The goal of this environment is to adapt the instructional contents based on the learners’ model. In AdaptWeb, the learners’ model is formed by information explicitly provided by the learner and information collected by monitoring the learner’s behavior.

When login for the first time in the AdaptWeb environment, the learner is required to provide some personal data (Personal Information category in the PAPI_LIP model), as well as the navigation preferences (Preferences category), which can be either free or tutorial. In tutorial navigation, prerequisite among concepts determines the learner’s navigation. The navigation adaptation is based on the register of concepts studied by the learner. In free navigation, the learner can study any concepts, independent of whether a prerequisite exists or not. The preferences category also stores the way in which the learner access the computer network (e.g. dial-up, local access network and ADSL).

In AdaptWeb, the student’s Cognitive Style is taken into account to define the first element to be displayed to the student. For example, if the learner cognitive style is “Abstract Random”, he usually prefers taking a simple example prior to taking the theoretical exposition of a new topic. This cognitive style is determined by analyzing the learner’s navigation behavior. Details on this analysis and the definitions of the others styles can be found in [3]. In the PAPI_LIP model, this information is stored in the Cognitive element of the Style category.

Several kinds of data about the learner can be captured from his curriculum. For example, in Brazil, the whole research community, from undergraduate students to senior researchers, must put
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their curriculum available in the Lattes\(^8\) platform. Figure 1 shows an example of Lattes curriculum exported in XML format.

Data such as those of the Personal Information category and QCL of the PAPI_LIP model can be retrieved from Lattes in the XML format. For example, in figure 2, the element “Instituição” is related to element Organization in QCL category.

3.2 Architecture

Some alternatives were studied for the development of an architecture that would be appropriate to solve the learner model exchange problem.

Concerning the learners’ model, two approaches are found in the literature: centralized and decentralized methodology. According to Yimam & Kobsa [17], the centralized methodology allows the integration of existing sources of learners’ information in a model. In such centralized methodology, the learner model is maintained and processed in a central or virtual integrated repository and the learner information retrieved from one application can be used by other applications.

Vassileva [18] presents a decentralised learner modelling methodology, which consists of a group of learners’ models developed and kept by a variety of software agents in the context of multi-agents environments. This approach was proposed as a distributed alternative to server-based architecture. The model is used to compute relevant information about one or more learners, depending on the purpose of adaptation. In this kind of environment, there is no single monolithic learner model associated with each learner. Rather, the learner models are fragmented and distributed throughout the

\(^8\) The Lattes software is dedicated to update and publish on-line curricula of all the Brazilian researchers and is provided cost-free by the Brazilian National Research Council (CNPq) at http://lattes.cnpq.br/
system. In this approach, the learner models can be stored anywhere – in a centralized or distributed database or files. This approach is the opposite of the Yimam & Kobsa approach cited before.

While the centralized approach aims to collect as many data about the learner as possible, the decentralised approach focuses on the process of collecting and integrating information about the learner at a particular time and with specific purposes.

In both approaches presented above, the applications that want to access information contained in the learner’s model should know explicitly the storage schema of these data and their localization. In a web-services-based architecture, this is not necessary since the application that wants to retrieve or share data need only the existing services and a standard metadata structure to access these data, and it is not necessary to know how data are physically stored or internally structured.

In a typical Web services architecture a service is made available so that other systems can use it. The services provider creates a WSDL service description that defines the service interface, that is, the operations of the service and the input and output messages for each operation. The provider publishes its WSDL service description to a discovery agency. Service requesters find services via discovery agencies and use the WSDL description to interact with the service description that corresponds to a discovery.

The architecture of our organization is composed of e-learning systems that collaborate to enrich the learners data model, these e-learning systems compose a federation and act as services providers or service requesters. Each e-learning system that has student’s data to share specifies their respective services using WSDL and registers it at a central repository. The central repository is a repository of WSDL specifications, which may be mapped to UDDI for publishing, and discovery of existing services. The central repository acts as a broker system and can store data gathered in the e-learning systems. Figure 3 presents the components of this architecture.

![Fig. 3. Architecture of the project approach](image)

Although figure 3 shows a repository as a unique element, its implementation could be a complex distributed system with data replication and fault tolerance. However, the access to a repository is unique through the Web Service.
As the repository is dealing with private data, an authentication mechanism is needed so that e-learning systems can access it. This authentication permits e-learning systems to retrieve data from the repository. Moreover, the central repository needs a specific authorization from each of the e-learning systems in order to be able to retrieve data from its local databases. The repository can implement a privacy policy that describes how the information it will receive will be handled. When the e-learning system provides information to the repository, it can determine how the repository will handle this information. The solution we have been studying for these cases is the P3P standard (Platform for Privacy Preferences Project) [19]. This standard provides the formats, by which two parties, client and server, describe and enforce their privacy policy.

Communication between the repository and the component systems is carried through a Web Service, which exchange data by means of the new learner model defined in this work: PAPI_LIP.

3.3 Integrating E-learning systems

Any e-learning system that needs the data stored in the repository should require access to it. After the initial access, the definition of the operations available from the web service is sent to the e-learning system in the WSDL format. The component e-learning system needs to implement an interface responsible for calling the functions of the repository web service. The communication will always be made through SOAP.

There are two types of systems that can use the data stored in the central repository. The first type is represented by the e-learning system requester in our architecture (Figure 3). This system only collects data from the repository to enrich its learner model. The exchanged data are represented in XML and follow the PAPI_LIP model. The communication is made from e-learning system to Web Service through SOAP. A wrapper is necessary to convert data for the system database. If the database used by the systems stores data in XML following the PAPI_LIP format, then the wrapper is not necessary. The second type of system represented by repository can retrieve data in any e-learning system database. To do that, the e-learning system needs to implement a Web service. This type is represented by the e-learning system provider in our architecture (Figure 3).

The Web Service accesses the e-learning database, the communication is made from Web Service to Web Service through SOAP and the received data are in PAPI_LIP format.

For example, two scenarios are described where the presented solution can be used. Scenario 1: a learner L1, for example, logs into the learning system requester, provides the security number and registers in a course. After, the learning system retrieves the learner model from the repository and inserts it into system database.

Scenario 2: the learning system provider, for example, is able to discover learner’s cognitive style observing the learner’s navigation pattern during the course. After that, the learning system inserts the just discovered cognitive style into the central repository.

3.4 Services

Functionalities in the system are offered as services. The central repository services are related with users’ records and records of e-learning systems that will provide data. The e-learning systems that need to be associated with the student’s model federation should provide, at least, the following services P3P, Access and Get, described below.
An e-learning system must offers services available through Web Services and also need to describes them in the central repository in the WSDL format in order to have data of the student’s model shared. Any e-learning system (user or client) that intends to enter the federation should have an access license. These services are illustrated in figure 3, in the following text the services are referred with their name in the same figure. The least set of services that the e-learning systems provider should offer are: Authentication, P3P and at one GetData service. Authentication(1) allows the repository to access its database. P3P(2) returns privacy policies of the e-learning system, which will be compared against the repository’s privacy policies.

The GetData(3) services are directly linked to the categories and elements of the PAPI_LIP standards. The GetPersonal returns all elements to the repository (id, name, address, e-mail, telephone) in the PAPI_LIP format; it can be of one or more students. The GetAllQCL, GetAllGoal and GetPreferenceList service return all elements of the respective category. GetQCL may return only one register that can be searched by Organization, Level, Title or Date. GetGoal returns only the goals that are related with the date sent as parameter. GetCognitiveStyle and GetCognitiveLearning return the student’s cognitive style and his learning style, respectively. The format of data sent to the repository is always in the PAPI_LIP standard.

The e-learning system should be registered in the repository using the operation SystemRegistration if it intends to supply data to the central repository. The register of an e-learning system involves the description of its services in WSDL and its privacy policy in P3P. An e-learning system should require the repository’s privacy police before its registering. The P3P service provides the repository’s privacy policies to the e-learning system.

The central repository offers the UserRegistration operation for users registered in the repository. On subscription, the user should provide his privacy police in P3P. Only registered users can search or research data through the repository. If a registered user wants to search the services registered in the repository, he will use the Search service, which returns the services the user requested. The search for a service is carried out through categories of the PAPI_LIP model categories. For example, a user may want to search that supplies services that offer the styles of a given student (Category Style of the PAPI_LIP model). An advanced search can also be made, that is, the user can discover the systems that provide the cognitive style to the students through the Search service.

The Notification service included in the repository sends notifications to registered users warning that new information that interests him have arrived. The information can be: 1) input or output of a new base in the repository; and 2) inclusion or alteration of a value.

The Statistics service is an especial type of search that returns a summary of the access to the repository. Examples of statistical search are: who searched such information, which received the notification before searching data (%), which received the notification and has not searched data (%), etc.

The process of Central repository fetches data in e-learning system provider is illustrated in activity diagram on Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Activity Diagram for Central Repository fetches data in data provider

Figure 5 shows the activity diagram for an e-learning system client while using the functionalities offered by central repository.

Figure 5. Activity Diagram for system client access
4. Implementation

With the purposes of validating the Web Services-based proposed architecture, a system prototype has been developed using the PHP language. The prototype retrieves students’ data from two different relational databases (MySQL) and stores such data in a central repository. A Web Service for data retrieval (Get_Data) was developed for each database, as described in section 3.

The first database accessed comes from the AdaptWeb environment [16]. It offers educational content according to the student’s profile. ID, name, address, email and telephone are data from the AdaptWeb student’s model, which is stored in a MySQL base. Figure 6 presents the mapping from AdaptWeb to PAPI_LIP.

![Fig.6. AdaptWeb to PAPI_LIP mapping](image)

The second database is from the Claroline environment [20]. Claroline is a software which was developed by the Université Catholique de Louvain (Belgium) and released under Open Source licence (GPL). Figure 6 shows Claroline to PAPI_LIP mapping.

![Fig.7. Claroline to PAPI_LIP mapping](image)

We have chosen these target systems because they contain distinct data models and enough tuples of data to allow us to carry out our experiment.


4.1 GetData Service

A client logs into the system and receives an access key. This key is sent at each operation request, and it is valid only for the current session, for safety reasons.

The client makes a query that can retrieve data from one of the repositories (Claroline and AdaptWeb) or from all of them (All). At this moment, the client also chooses the type of data from the PAPI_LIP model it wants, by clicking on the required option (Personal Information, Preference, QCL, Goal, Style). The fields corresponding to the type chosen are displayed. The client should fill one or more fields to request the query. In the example shown in Figure 8, the query is made under the student’s name. The GetAll returns all student’s personal data that match the search criteria selected.

![Fig. 8 - Learner Model Central Repository](image)

The GetData operation of Claroline checks if the access key is valid to perform a query. After the query, data is shown on the screen and the client chooses if it wants to store them in the central repository. Figure 9 shows an example in which only data containing the word “Mary” returned. If any of those bases has information referring to Personal Information, the field would be null. The example shows the “telephone” field null for the records from the Claroline environment, as it does not have this information in its basis.

The operation receives the user’s request in the PAPI_LIP format and maps to local database. After conversion between schemas, the web-service makes the query in the database. The same mapping should be performed when the query result is sent to the client. Each environment is responsible for mapping the PAPI_LIP schema in the local database.

All data are sent through the HTTPS, which confers safety to data sending procedures. Some information may be available to the public, some information may have limited accessibility to the public, some information may be private, and other combinations are possible. PAPI_LIP information may be administered and secured separately, e.g., personal learner information is private and secure, while the learner portfolio information is public. The public nature of the learner information is.
chosen by the learners and administrators and the requirements for this choice is outside the scope of this work.

![Fig. 9 - Query Result](image)

5. Conclusions and Future Works

This paper presented an architecture for the exchange of learner’s information between applications on the Web developed for the AdaptWeb 

[16] that offers an adaptive environment for educational contents. The Web Service technology was used since it allows the simple communication between Web applications also through the HTTPS protocol. Our goal with this work was to allow different e-learning systems to cooperate with each other in order to reach a set of learner information richer than the set currently found in common stand-alone e-learning systems.

We have also defined a learner model that was used in the data exchange performed by the e-learning systems that communicate with each other. This learner model was defined based on the main characteristics of existing learner model standards such as PAPI and LIP. In addition, we have also presented a set of services required to allow the communications between the e-learning systems. Those services, defined and implemented via Web Services, allow not only data exchange but also provide security, privacy, and event notification facilities.

Some experiments have already been made aiming the technical validation of the proposed architecture. However, more research still must be carried on in order to improve the offered functionalities mainly considering the pedagogical and psychological aspects. The implementation of an active behavior at the learner models repositories is under investigation. This kind of behavior can be implemented through ECA (event-condition-action) rules in order to notify the e-learning systems every time some relevant data is updated or inserted in the common repository. The opposite is also valid, since an e-learning system can also have an active behavior, which would give a warning to the central repository. These features will improve the current implementation of the event notification service. In addition, other notifications classes that can also be defined by active rules are on research schedule. The AdaptWeb environment, where the solution presented in this paper has been
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implemented, is available from SourceForge [21]: all other future developments will be freely available as well.
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